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Field of the Invention The present invention relates
to a power-saving system for a document-scanning
apparatus and, more particularly, to a power-saving
system that reduces a processing time for
searching for documents in the scanning operation
of a document-scanning apparatus. 2. Description
of the Related Art Conventionally, scanners with
automatic document feeders and document-
scanning apparatuses with automatic document
feeders are disclosed. Generally, a document-
scanning apparatus scans a document that is to be
scanned by moving the document with respect to a
scanning unit. A document being scanned is fed to
the scanning unit after being stored in a document
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tray, a document sheet feeder, or a document
temporary-storage tray. The document-scanning
apparatus may include a scanning unit for scanning
and a conveyor unit for conveying the document to
the scanning unit. Conventionally, an automatic
document feeder includes an automatic document
feeder motor for driving the document tray and the
document sheet feeder motor for driving a
document feeding device, such as a roller. The
motors rotate the feeder tray and the document
feeding roller while a paper sheet is fed to the
scanning unit. The feeding of a document results in
power consumption. Thus, in the case of a
document-scanning apparatus, a user has to wait
for a long time before the start of the next
document scanning operation after an end of the
previous document scanning operation. To reduce
the time required for scanning a document, a
scanning unit scans the document in a dark
environment. When the document is stored in a
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document tray or a document sheet feeder, it is
desirable that a document to be scanned is
immediately fed to the scanning unit. 2 1 * x *
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App crashes after installing, but app.js line isn't
erroring out I've been trying to get the Ionic

framework running on my Win 10 laptop, from
scratch. I followed this guide: I've also followed the
suggested approach in this post, and this one: Ionic
3 running on Windows 10. App crashes from 'ionic-
plugin-keyboard' 'when' deployed to Android I have
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XAMPP installed, all the SDK's from the 'windows
build tools' added to my environmental variables,
and set my PATH to include those. My Angular 4
app loads, and I can access the main page, but it
won't load. I think this is because it can't find the

app.js (included in the 'ionic-app-script.js' package).
What I found on line, and ran, was: ionic plugin add

cordova-plugin-device-motion ionic plugin add
cordova-plugin-device And then: ionic plugin add

--rev.2.1.0 --save And that resulted in this error: No
available plugins were found. I restarted with this

message and no new message (or app restart). So I
thought maybe the path to the app.js file was

wrong, but I changed it to this: File:
C:\xampp\htdocs\KbionicApp\js\app.js Contents: var

IonicApp = require('ionic-app'); var app = new
IonicApp(); And that didn't change anything, except
after a restart I received this error in the command
prompt: C:\Users\kgilbertson\AppData\Roaming pm

ode_modules\cordova ode_modules\q\q.js:126
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throw e; ^ Error: ENOENT, no such file or directory '
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